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First-order nematic-smectic phase transition for hard spherocylinders
in the limit of infinite aspect ratio

James M. Polson and Daan Frenkel
FOM Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Kruislaan 407, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 11 September 1997!

We report Monte Carlo simulations of the nematic-smectic phase transition for a system of hard spherocyl-
inders with infinite length-to-diameter ratio. A finite-size scaling analysis suggests that this system undergoes
a first-order phase transition. When combined with other simulations of the phase behavior of spherocylinders,
these results suggest that the nematic-smectic phase transition is first-order for all aspect ratios. This appears to
rule out the possibility of a tricritical point predicted by several density-functional theories.
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PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 64.70.Md
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Some 50 years ago, Onsager showed that the nematic
sophase observed in aqueous solutions of the tobacco m
virus could be explained qualitatively as arising from e
cluded volume interactions between elongated and ef
tively hard particles@1#. Modeling the colloidal system as
collection of hard spherocylinders, he demonstrated tha
orientationally ordered nematic phase was thermodyna
cally stable in the limit of infinite length-to-diameter. Mor
recently, computer simulation studies of freely rotati
spherocylinders of finite elongation have shown that th
hard-core systems exhibit a remarkably rich phase beha
with a smectic as well as a nematic liquid-crystal mesopha
in addition to two stable crystalline solid phases, a rota
solid phase, and the isotropic liquid phase@2–6#. The two
most recent simulation studies of hard spherocylinders
those of McGrother, Williamson, and Jackson@5#, who ex-
amined in considerable detail the phase behavior of syst
with a length-to-diameter ratio ofL/D<5, and of Bolhuis
and Frenkel@6#, who mapped out the entire phase diagram
the range ofL/D50 to L/D5`. However, one importan
issue has thusfar not been resolved: the nature of
nematic-smectic (N-Sm! transition in the limitL/D5`. For
relatively short spherocylinders, the transition is clearly fi
order@5,6#. In contrast, for largeL/D, the transition appeare
to be continuous, but the results were highly sensitive to
nature of the boundary conditions employed@6#.

The observation of liquid-crystalline mesophases in co
puter simulation studies of hard core systems inspired s
eral theoretical studies which sought to explain theN-Sm
phase transition in terms of excluded volume effects al
@7–10#. This was a significant development because, prio
that time, it had been assumed that smectic phases coul
arise without the presence of attractive forces or flexi
chains~with the notable exception of the theoretical study
Hosinoet al. @11#!. The density-functional theory due to So
moza and Tarazona@7# predicted a first-orderN-Sm phase
transition up to a tricritical point atL/D550, after which the
transition becomes continuous. Another density-functio
study by Poniewierskiet al. @8,9# also predicted the exis
tence of a tricritical point for the transition, though its loc
tion in the phase diagram atL/D55.9 is in quantitative dis-
agreement with the most recent simulations@6#. In contrast,
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in his later bifurcation analysis study, Poniewierski@10#
showed that theN-Sm transition in theL/D5` limit may
actually be first-order, though it was emphasized that t
prediction may be an artifact due to the truncation of t
virial expansion at the third order. This latter study also ga
a prediction for theN-Sm transition density ofr* 50.46, in
close agreement with the value ofr* 50.47 estimated in the
simulation study of Bolhuis and Frenkel. In contrast, Somo
and Tarazona predictedr* 50.43 in this limit.

In this paper, we investigate the nature of theN-Sm tran-
sition for spherocylinders in theL/D5` limit. Using
constant-pressure~NPT! Monte Carlo simulations, we mea
sure the Gibbs free energy of the system as a function
smectic order parameterLsm. We note that a free energ
barrier separating the two phases in coexistence which gr
with increasing system size corresponds to the free energ
the interface between the phases, and thus, is a signature
first-order phase transition. Thus, we seek the finite-size s
ing behavior of an accurately measured free-energy profil
determine the order of the transition. We define the sme
order parameter as the magnitude of the Fourier compo
of the normalized density along the director,

Lsm5
1

NU(j 51

N

eikzzjU, ~1!

where N is the number of spherocylinders in the syste
kz52p/lsm wherelsm is the periodicity of the smectic lay
ers, andzj is thez coordinate of the center of mass of thej th
spherocylinder, where thez axis lies along the director, an
thus, normal to the smectic layers. Clearly,Lsm vanishes in
the case of a spatially uniform nematic phase, and assum
finite value less than unity for a smectic phase with dens
oscillations. The Gibbs free energyG(Lsm) ~to within an
additive constant which is independent ofLsm) is given by

G~Lsm!52kBT lnP~Lsm!, ~2!

whereP(Lsm) is the probability that the system assumes
particular value ofLsm at a given pressure. A practical dif
ficulty associated with this measurement is the long ti
required for the system to ‘‘diffuse’’ through the full rang
of Lsm and thus to accumulate sufficiently reliable statist
R6260 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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for the probability histogram. Consequently, we employ u
brella sampling@12#, to improve the statistical accuracy o
the measurement. The essence of the technique is to bia
sampling of configurational space such that configurati
with a high free energy will be sampled more frequent
Furthermore, by performing a sequence of simulations
which Lsm is biased to lie within adjacent or overlappin
windows, it is possible to combine the data to form a mu
more accurate free-energy profile than could be obtaine
the same time by direct sampling ofLsm. In the present
study, we follow the approach of ten Woldeet al. @13#,
whereby the biasing potential for each simulation has a h

monic form W(Lsm)5 1
2 ksm(Lsm2L0)2, where ksm deter-

mines the effective width of the window, andL0 its position.
Simulations are performed for several values ofL0 in such a
way that, for a suitably chosenksm, the full range ofLsm is
accurately sampled. After correcting the probability me
surement of each data set for the effects of the biasing,
free-energy profile can be constructed by fitting the comp
ite data set with a polynomial.

As the freely rotating spherocylinders of the system ha
an infiniteL/D ratio, they must be appropriately scaled to
effectively finiteL/D in order to perform the simulation. W
employ the method in the study of Bolhuis and Frenkel@6#.
Briefly, we exploit the fact that the particles are almost co
pletely aligned—the average angle the particles make w
the director scales as 1/L. Scaling the system along the d
rector by a factor ofL yields a collection of shifted cylinder
~the hemispherical caps are scaled out in this compress!
of constant unit length along the director, with a circu
cross-section perpendicular to the director, where the shi
the cylinder is of the order of the diameter of the spheroc
inder. The reduced density,r* 5r/rCP , whererCP is the
close-packing density, and the reduced press
P* 5P/(rkBT), are unaffected by the scaling. Thus, we p
form Monte Carlo simulations with this scaled system in t
normal NPT ensemble. Further details of the method can
found in Ref.@6#.

The Monte Carlo simulations were performed at const
pressure in which volume fluctuations included independ
fluctuations of the system box length along the three perp
dicular coordinate axes. The simulations were performed
system sizes ofN5280, 540, and 928 spherocylinders, ea
with five, six, and eight layers respectively for the smec
phase. In each case, theP(Lsm) were measured for 15 – 2
values ofL0 in the range@0,1# and with a harmonic width of
ksm/kBT51500–3600. These parameter values ensure
statistically relevant sampling over the full range ofLsm with
partially overlapping probability distributions for th
harmonic-bias windows. Each full free-energy curve w
constructed by fitting the pieces to a polynomial; the int
cepts of the polynomial were independent for each segm
while the higher order coefficients were the same for the
data set. In this way, the fit shifts the individual pieces
connect properly. The choice of the order of the fitting po
nomial affected only very slightly the shape of the resulti
curve.

Figure 1 shows the reconstructed free energy profiles
the fitted polynomials for the three system sizes at press
of P* 55.6 forN5280 and 540, andP* 55.7 for theN5928
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system. For the smallest system, the free energy has a
tened, slightly concave-upwards shape. The profile
N5540 is also fairly flat, but possibly shows a very sm
free-energy barrier. However, for the largest system, a fr
energy barrier of significant magnitude has developed. In
case, a smectic phase withLsm'0.6 is evident. The fact tha
the free energy minimum corresponding to the nematic ph
is positioned slightly aboveLsm50 is an artifact of the finite
size of the system. Note that the pressures were chosen
as close as possible to the coexistence value for each sy
size. For theN5928 system, where a free energy barrier
clearly present, this is the value for which the free ene
minima are equal. For the smaller systems, we define thi
mean simply a value for which the profile is flat and re
tively symmetric. In all cases, the shapes of the profile w
found to be highly sensitive to value of the pressure: sm
increases~decreases! in P were found to shift the globa
minimum to a higher~lower! value ofLsm. Predictably, this
sensitivity increased with increasing system size. We n
that N5928 system is very close to, though not precisely
coexistence~the situation for the smaller systems is le
clear-cut!. Nevertheless, the qualitative picture is clear:a
free energy barrier develops as the system size increa
indicating that the transition is first-order. In Fig. 2 we cor-
relate the reduced density of the systemr* with the average
Lsm for each of the sampling windows for each of the thr
systems studied here. In each case there is monotonic
crease inLsm with r* . Note that the upwards shift of th
largest system data is simply a result of the slightly high
pressure used in this case. From this graph, we see tha
the N5928 system there is approximately a 2% density d
ference corresponding to the free energy minimum value
Lsm, i.e., a 2% discontinuity between the density of t
nematic and smectic phases. Figure 3 shows a snapsh
the system in a simulation carried out for a value ofL0 fixed
near the top of the free energy barrier, and further corro
rates our conclusion of a first-orderN-Sm phase transition
The snapshot shows the coexistence of nematic and sm
domains in the system. The free energy of the interface
tween these domains corresponds to the the height of the
energy barrier.

FIG. 1. Free energy profiles for hard spherocylinders ofL/D5`
for three system sizes at the following pressures:N5280,P* 55.6;
N5540, P* 55.6; N5928, P* 55.7.
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In summary, our simulation results strongly suggest t
the N-Sm phase transition for a system of hard spherocy
ders in theL/D5` limit is first order. Note that while it
would be desirable to carry out simulations for larger syst
sizes to check that the free energy barrier scales asN2/3 as
the thermodynamic limit is approached, this is currently n
possible: attempts to perform simulations with larger syst
sizes were found to be prohibitively time consuming.

It is instructive to compare the results of this study w
those of Bolhuis and Frenkel@6#. In the latter study, the
presence of hysteresis in the nematic and smectic branch
the equation of state of spherocylinders in the limit of infin

FIG. 2. Density vs smectic order parameter corresponding to
three systems in Fig. 1. Each point represents a separate simu
for a window with a position determined byL0, and a width deter-
mined byksm. Both Lsm andr* are average values for each sam
pling window.

FIG. 3. Snapshot of the projection of the centers of mass o
system ofN5928 spherocylinders with the nematic director alo
the vertical axis. The snapshot is from a simulation with a bias
potential parameter ofL050.35, a value corresponding to the top
the free energy barrier in Fig. 1. Coexisting smectic-A~Sm! and
nematic~N! domains are labeled.
t
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aspect ratio was found to depend on the type of bound
conditions employed. In the case of regular periodic bou
ary conditions, some hysteresis was observed, while in
case of shifted periodic boundary conditions, in which
layers in the smectic phase are essentially connected, no
teresis was observed. Note that the system size in that s
wasN5540. We repeated the NPT-MC simulations for th
system, and found that the apparent hysteresis disappea
the length of the simulations, in particular, the number
volume changing moves, was increased by a factor of
The lack of hysteresis is clearly consistent with the neg
gible free energy barrier shown in Fig. 1. However, this fe
ture is itself a result of the small system size. It is expec
that the hysteresis would be clearly manifest for a lar
system with a significant barrier, and with metastable sta
covering a sufficiently wide range of pressures.

Finally, we note that theN-Sm transition for hard sphero
cylinders was shown previously to be first order for fin
L/D values, and, from the present study, is shown to be v
likely also first order in theL/D5` limit. These limiting
cases, therefore, rule out the existence of a single tricrit
point ~though they are not inconsistent with the more u
likely presence of two tricritical points!. Thus, theN-Sm
phase transition very probably is first order over the en
L/D range that it covers.

As a complement to our investigation of the nature of t
N-Sm transition of infinitely long rigid spherocylinders, w
discuss briefly preliminary simulation results describing t
role that flexibility plays for this system. Recently, there h
been growing interest in the effects of flexibility on th
N-Sm phase transition of hard-core systems. An import
recent experimental study of suspensions of fd virus p
ticles, which can be viewed approximately as semiflexi
hard rods, investigated the nature of cholesteric-smectic t
sition @14#. ~The chirality of the cholesteric phase is unim
portant, and, thus, the transition is essentiallyN-Sm in na-
ture!. It was argued that the presence of flexibility acts
increase the volume fraction at the transition, decrease
smectic periodicity relative to the particle length, and
drive the transition first order. This work prompted two th
oretical studies: one in which the particles are highly flexib
( l * /L'l/L!1, wherel is the deflection length, andl * is a
similarly defined ‘‘screening length’’! @15#, and one for
slightly flexible particles (l/L.1! @16#. Both theories were
able to reproduce the basic experimental results. As we
recent molecular dynamics simulation study of semi-flexi
hard rods composed of spherocylinder segments also fo
evidence for aN-Sm transition shifted to higher volum
fractions@17#.

We performed NPT-MC simulations for a system
N5320 semiflexible rods composed of six segments, wh
each segment was aL/D5` rod scaled in the manner de
scribed above. Collective moves involving the simultaneo
tilting of all particles in smectic layers, as well as collectiv
displacements of segment joints at nearby positions along
director axis, were introduced to increase the equilibrat
rate and decrease the timescale of fluctuations. Despite t
attempts, the system evolved very sluggishly, and equilib
tion runs of;105 MC cycles were required. Initial configu
rations in both the nematic and smectic phases were
ployed. For a flexibility given byl/L50.46, we observe a
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stable nematic phase with a density ofr* 50.51 atP* 510.0,
and a stable smectic phase at a density ofr* 50.55 at
P* 512.0; thus, aN-Sm phase transition lies within this den
sity range. From comparable simulations performed
smaller systems, we observe that the transition density
creases with increasing system size, i.e. the effect of a r
tively small system size is to stabilize the more orde
~smectic! phase. Consequently, the observed transition d
sity for the N5320 system ofr* P @0.51,0.55# is a lower
limit for the value anticipated for larger system sizes. T
compares with the observedN-Sm coexistence density rang
for rigid rods ofr* P @0.46,0.47# for N5928. Thus, the ef-
re

m

n
n-
la-
d
n-

s

fect of flexibility on a system of hard rods withL/D5` is to
shift the density at the transition to higher values, consist
with experimental, theoretical and computer simulation
sults for finite-L/D particles.
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